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Abu Bakr As-Siddiq

The First Caliph of Islam: Lesson 2
Previously we learned that Abu Bakr As-Siddiq was the first of those who accepted the religion of
Islam. We also learned that he was the first of the caliphate. We learned that he had a high
standard of character that until this day some of us will never match it. He was of those who
surrendered for Allah his possessions for Islam and for the Messenger.
What do you remember from last weeks reading? Briefly tell us what you found to be interesting
from before. Did you learn anything new from the reading? What do you think will happen now for
Abu Bakr as we continue to read?
Students are encouraged to read the text for Book 1; Lesson 2; pgs. 14 - 19. If you have any
questions regarding the text you are advised to use available sources to you and parental
assistance, you may of course ask the instructors also thmsadaqagroup@gmail.com
Please provide detailed answers for the following questions to the best of your ability inshaAllah.
1. Explain the time period of Abu Bakr’s Birth and how it relates to the birth of the Prophet
(sallahu alaihi wasallam). How are their backgrounds similar?
2. What is the name that Abu Bakr was called before the Prophet (salla allahu alaihi wasallam)
named him Abdullah?
3. Draw a comparison chart that describes the nature of The Prophet (salla allahu alaihi
wasallam) and Abu Bakr As-Siddiq.
4. How has the Prophet (salla allahu alaihi wasallam) described Abu Bakr’s acceptance of Islam
compared to others in the hadeeth mentioned?
5. Acceptance of Islam satisfied what demands for Abu Bakr?
6. Where was Abu Bakr when the call of Islam was proclaimed?
7. Name a hardship that befell Abu Bakr at the hands of the Quraish?
8. Describe in your words what the words “material gains” might mean.
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Abu Bakr As-Siddiq

Vocabulary Lesson 2
The vocabulary sheet is designed to increase your knowledge about the subject being discussed to aide you
in this affair the following criteria has been added for you to follow, please complete the assignment to the
best of your ability and Allah knows best what your abilities are!

1) Write a detailed summary using vocabulary words from the previous lesson.

Courage
Protection
Migrants
Opposition
Barbarous
Security
Plot
Sacred
Journey
Pursuers
Companion
Astonishment
Horizon
Inhabitants
Arrival

Class is set up so that you can review the points from the last reading, then introduce the new
vocabulary with a brief discussion of the new vocabulary and then read the story followed by a
discussion. For any questions you can email your instructor thmsadaqagroup@gmail.com
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